ChristianMingle, the Leading Christian Dating Site, Is Now Available for Spanish-Speaking Christian Singles
in App
August 1, 2016 10:01 AM ET
LOS ANGELES, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 08/01/16 -- ChristianMingle®, the largest and most trusted online dating
community for single Christians, announced today that for the first time it is offering an all-new Spanish-language version
of its app to the growing Hispanic community of Christian singles who are seeking long term faith-based relationships.
The Spanish-language app is the latest offering launched by Spark Networks®, owner of dating communities
CROSSPATHS®, JSWIPE and the iconic JDate®. For the first time ever, the Spanish translation will allow for cultural
nuances that are important to connecting in the dating world, giving people the ability to speak with each other in Spanish,
while still allowing the Hispanic community to access the broader English-speaking members.
ChristianMingle encourages genuine connections and personal interactivity by offering the following user benefits now to
our Spanish-speaking members:
Browse profiles for free.
Chat instantly with singles who are on the site or in the app.
Play "Secret Admirer" anonymously and be matched with other interested singles.
Send and receive messages.
Send free "Smiles" to those who grab your attention.
See who "Viewed You".
Search our online personals community for a match "Nearby".
"We are pleased to offer Spanish-speaking Christian singles the opportunity to search for lasting and fulfilling
relationships within their faith spectrum on ChristianMingle," said Michael Egan, Chief Executive Officer, Spark
Networks. "The launch of this new app represents our commitment to serve the growing Hispanic online dating
community who are seeking that special connection with those who shares similar values and beliefs."
ABOUT CHRISTIANMINGLE
With over 16 million registered users worldwide, ChristianMingle has the largest community of eligible Christians on any
dating site. ChristianMingle's online community is built on core Christian values and represents the broad diversity of
Christianity today. By incorporating a "faith spectrum," ChristianMingle provides the most robust ability for Christians
to find others that share their values. ChristianMingle is also known for its dedication to safety and customer service, with
each profile and photo going through rigorous review to ensure members are confident in their community.
ChristianMingle is available for download in the iTunes and Google play stores.
ABOUT SPARK NETWORKS
Spark Networks, Inc.'s mission is to create iconic, niche-focused brands that build and strengthen the communities they
serve. Spark Networks' portfolio of consumer websites is anchored by ChristianMingle.com and JDate.com, and also
includes LDSSingles.com and JSwipe.com, among others. Spark Networks' shares trade on the NYSE MKT under the
ticker symbol "LOV" (NYSE MKT: LOV).
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